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Baseline Assessment for Measurement

A school needs to determine how many workers it needs to host a carnival with  
15 different rides and an estimated attendance of 3 250 people.

1. Determine how many workers are needed per day. Use the formula:

 Workers per day = number of rides x 2 + estimated number of attendees
8

The workers need to wipe down the rides with, on average, 5ℓ of disinfectant  
per ride.

2.  Determine how many bottles of disinfectant will be needed, if they  
are sold in 12ℓ  tins.

BASELINE ASSESSMENT



Answers

1. Workers per day = number of rides x 2 + estimated number of attendees
8

  = 15 × 2 + 3 250
8

  = 30 + 406,25

  = 436,25 workers

	 	 ≈	437	workers

2. Total disinfectant = 5ℓ × 15 rides

	 	 =	75ℓ 

	 Number	of	bottles	 =	75ℓ ÷ 12ℓ bottles

   = 6,25 bottles

	 	 	 ≈	7	bottles

Substitution

Operations on numbers  
& calculator skills

Rounding up

Rates

Operations on numbers 
& calculator skills

BASELINE ASSESSMENT

Rounding up



Dimensions
Choose 2 rectangular containers and 2 cylindrical containers. Using your ruler, determine the following:

RECTANGULAR CONTAINERS CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

1. Container A: Measure the dimensions in cm:
 Length: …………………………………..
 Breadth: …………………………………..
 Height: …………………………………..

1. Container A: Measure the dimensions in mm:
 Radius: …………………………………..
 Diameter: …………………………………..
 Height: …………………………………..

2. Container B: Measure the dimensions in cm:
 Length: …………………………………..
 Breadth: …………………………………..
 Height: …………………………………..

2. Container B: Measure the dimensions in mm:
 Radius: …………………………………..
 Diameter: …………………………………..
 Height: …………………………………..

3. Which rectangular container is the deepest and by how much?
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..

3. Which cylindrical container is the widest and by how much?
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..

HANDS ON EXPLORATION – PART 1
DIMENSIONS



Conversions

Using the same 2 rectangular & 2 cylindrical containers from Part 1, convert:

RECTANGULAR CONTAINERS CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

4.  Container A: Convert your measurements from Part 1  
from cm to the following:

 Length: ……………..........…… cm = ……………........……mm 
 Breadth: ……………........……  cm = ……………........……m
 Height: ……………..........…… cm = ……………........……km

4.  Container A: Convert your measurements from Part 1  
from mm to the following:

 Radius: ……………...........…… mm = …………...….……cm 
 Diameter: ……………........…… mm = …………....………m
 Height: ………………............… mm = …………....………km

5.  Container B: Convert your measurements from Part 1  
from cm to the following:

 Length: ……………..........…… cm = ……………........……mm 
 Breadth: ……………........……  cm = ……………........……m
 Height: ……………..........…… cm = ……………........……km

5.  Container B: Convert your measurements from Part 1  
from mm to the following:

 Radius: ……………...........…… mm = …………...….……cm 
 Diameter: ……………........…… mm = …………....………m
 Height: ………………............… mm = …………....………km

HANDS ON EXPLORATION – PART 2 CONVERSIONS



HANDS ON EXPLORATION 
PART 3

Costing & Spread Rate

Using the same containers from Part 1 & 2, determine the following:

RECTANGULAR CONTAINERS CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

6.  If you put the smallest container into the larger container, determine 
the empty space between the two containers A and B in cm3.  
Volume = length ×× breadth ×× height

 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………

6.  Calculate the TSA (excluding the lid) in cm2.  
Formula of a cylindrical container with a closed lid =

 (2 ××  ×× radius2) + (2 ××  ×× radius ×× height); where  = 3,142
 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………

7.	 	If	you	had	to	fill	the	empty	space	between	the	two	containers	with	
oil, calculate the total cost of oil if it costs R65 per liter and is sold 
only in 2 liter bottles.

 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………

7.  If you had to paint the container (excluding the lid), determine the 
cost of the paint if the paint is sold for R49,99 per 500 ml bottle 
and the spread rate of the paint is 800 cm2/ℓ.

 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………
 ……………………………………………………………………

IRREGULAR SHAPES & COSTING



Inner vs Outer Dimensions
Aldon is making a circular speed limit sign sticker, which measures 
42 cm in diameter. The sticker will then be stuck in the centre of a 
circular metal backing, with a 6 cm space between the edge of the 
sticker and the edge of the metal backing, as shown below:

       

Diameter = 42 cm

Spacing = 6 cm

Rebecca would like to install a square pool, with a depth of  
1,7 m, in her square garden which measures 8 m ×× 8 m. She 
needs to have a 2,5 m paving all around the pool, as shown below:

1. Determine the radius of the metal backing.
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..

1. Determine the dimensions of the pool.
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..
 ……………………………..................................……..

CONSOLIDATION – PART 1
DIMENSIONS

8 m

2,5 m



Area, Volume and Conversions
From Part 1: Circular speed limit sign stuck in the centre of a 
circular metal backing with a spacing of 6 cm between the sticker 
and edge of the metal:

Diameter = 42 cm

Spacing = 6 cm

From Part 1: Square pool, with a depth of 1,7 m; in a square 
garden; with a 2,5 m paving all around the pool:

8 m

2,5 m

2.  Determine the area of the speed limit sticker in cm2, using the 
formula: Area =  ×× (radius)2; where  = 3,142

  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………

2.  Determine the volume of the pool in cm3, using the formula:  
Volume = length ×× breadth ×× depth

  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………

3. Convert the area into m2.
  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………

3. Convert the volume into cm3.
  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………

CONSOLIDATION – PART 2 FORMULAE



Irregular Shapes
From Part 2: Circular speed limit sign stuck in the centre of 
a circular metal backing with a spacing of 6 cm between the 
sticker and edge of the metal:

Diameter = 42 cm

Spacing = 6 cm

From Part 2: Square pool, with a depth of 1,7 m; in a square 
garden; with a 2,5 m paving all around the pool:

8 m

2,5 m

4.  Determine the area of the exposed metal backing (dotted area) 
that is NOT covered by the sticker, using the formula:  
Area =  ×× (radius)2; where  = 3,142

  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………

4.  Determine the area of the paving (striped area) around the pool, 
using the formula: 
Area = length ×× breadth

  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………
  ………………………………………………………………………

CONSOLIDATION  
PART 3
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Worked Examples - Reverse calculations
A	preschooler	was	told	to	make	a	basic	figure	of	a	“man”	by	cutting	and	pasting	
a triangle (for the hat), circle (for the face) and rectangle (for the body), as shown 
alongside:

1.  Determine the base of the triangle, given that the perimeter of the triangle  
is 25 cm. Use the formula:

 Perimeter = side1 + side2 + base

 Perimeter = side1 + side2 + base

  25 = 9  + 6 + base  … substitute

  25 = 15 + base  …	simplify	first!

  25 – 15 = base  … opposite operation

  10 cm = base  … simplify & add units

      
1   +  –

side1 = 9 cm side2 = 6 cm

base = ?

radius = ?

length = ?

breadth = 8 cm

FORMULAE

Keep 
variables on 

the given 
side!



Worked Examples - Reverse calculations
A	preschooler	was	told	to	make	a	basic	figure	of	a	“man”	by	cutting	and	
pasting a triangle (for the hat), circle (for the face) and rectangle (for the body), 
as shown alongside:

2.  Calculate the length of the man’s body, if the area of the rectangular body is 
96 cm2. Use the formula:

 Area = length ×× breadth

 Area = length × breadth

  96 = length × 8 … substitute

  96 ÷ 8 = length … opposite operation  

  12 cm = length … simplify & add units
    

      
2     ÷

side1 = 9 cm side2 = 6 cm

base = ?

radius = ?

length = ?

breadth = 8 cm

FORMULAE

Keep 
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the given 
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Worked Examples - Reverse calculations
A	preschooler	was	told	to	make	a	basic	figure	of	a	“man”	by	cutting	and	pasting	
a triangle (for the hat), circle (for the face) and rectangle (for the body), as shown 
alongside:

3.	 	Determine	the	radius	of	the	man’s	face,	if	the	area	is	78,55	cm2.  
Use the formula:

 Area =  ×× radius 2; where  = 3,142

 Area =  ×	radius 2

	 	 78,55	 = 3,142 × radius 2 … substitute incl. 

	 	78,55 ÷ 3,142 = radius 2 … opposite operation

  25 = radius 2 … simplify

  25 = radius  … opposite operation

  5 cm = radius  … simplify & add units

side1 = 9 cm side2 = 6 cm

base = ?

radius = ?

length = ?

breadth = 8 cm

FORMULAE

Keep 
variables on 

the given 
side!

        3   x2   x
          Square      Square-root



Exam Practice! Answers
FORMULAE



Approaching Irregular 
Shapes

2   Convert dimensions to 
required units

“Bunny hops”   

”Giant steps” 

”Turtle strokes”   

3  + or – shapes
Adding shapes e.g. house OR  

Subtracting shapes e.g. spaces between

4   Select appropriate formula
Understanding	formula	NB!

5   Making sense of answer
Rounding off & Costing

1   Break down shapes

IRREGULAR SHAPES & COSTING



Costing

Fencing/gates

Perimeter

Sold per whole/half units

Round UP

 Cost = r/o perimeter
× R… per unit

Carpeting/flooring

Area

Sold per whole/half units

Round UP

 Cost = r/o area 
× R… per unit2

Pools/liquids

Volume

Charged per whole unit

Round UP

 Cost = r/o volume 
× R… per unit3

IRREGULAR SHAPES & COSTING



Spread Rates & Costing
Painting	→	TSA

Spread rate of paint is the volume of 
paint per unit2

Paint needed (volume)
= TSA ÷ Spread rate

Sold per tin (volume)

Number of tins needed
= Paint needed (volume) ÷ Tin volume

Round UP

 Cost = r/o tins × R… per tin

Painting	a	bedroom	with	TSA	=	147	m2

Spread rate of paint = 20 m2/ℓ

 
Paint needed (ℓ)	=	147	m2 ÷ 20 m2/ℓ
	 =	7,35	ℓ

Tins come in 2 ℓ @ R199 per tin

Number	of	tins	 =	7,35	ℓ ÷ 2 ℓ
	 =	3,675
	 ≈	4	tins
 
 Cost m = 4 tins × R199 per tin  
	 =	R796

IRREGULAR SHAPES & COSTING



Let’s Practice!

Answers

IRREGULAR SHAPES & COSTING



Conversions

Pop Quiz! 

1. How many days in a year?

2. How many minutes in an hour?

3. How many hours in a day?

4. How many seconds in a minute?

5. How many months in a year?

6. How many days in May?

7.	 How	many	working	days	in	a	week?

TIME



Let’s Practice – 
CHALLENGE!

Answer

Convert	557	799	seconds	
to days, hours, minutes 
and seconds.

TIME



Let’s Practice! Answers TIME



Let’s Practice!

Answers

TIME


